With a double-eagle 2 at the par 5 16th hole, the team of Tyler Phillips, Becky Costello, Patty Bolz, and Tyler Kent claimed the trophy in the first Bulldog Basketball Bob Carlson Golf Tournament.

The group shot a 15-under, 56 to win by one shot over Jerry Wollmering, Ralph Cupelli, Tim Reuschel and Rishi Barran.

Bolz is the daughter of former Bulldog Hall of Famer, Ralph Pink, whose teams compiled a 59-4 record from 1946-48 and two MIAA Championships.

Be sure to mark your calendar for next year’s tournament.
Don Scognamiglio, John Scognamiglio, Tim Deidrick, Lawrence Scully

David Winslow, Tim Jennings, Craig King, Gary Bussard, Henry Janssen, Hank Janssen

Jack Bowen, Ben Pitney, Terry Reynolds, Jason Flood, Susan Steffes, Henry Janssen, Ashley Morris

Erin Timmerman, Derek Lindsey, Buddy Sodemann, Jason Lindsey

Jerry Wollnering, Tim Reuschel, Ralph Cupelli, Rishi Barran

Garret Grimm, Matt Brock, Jessica Sears, Ralph Brock

Hank Janssen, Henry Janssen, Brad Boyer, Chad Speaker, Ken Kujawa, Matt Howell
Lisa Bailey, Andy Calmes, Nick Certa, Tony Certa
Rick Moore, Terry Taylor, Sam Meyer, Matt Taylor
Ryan Reinhardt, Spencer Douglass, Cory Parker, Jason Reinberg
Jazmin Schrader, Coach Schrader, Bud Schrader, Jesse Schrader
Not Pictured
Andy Guethle, Jason Ramthun, Kevin Harrison
Really Missing Mike Peterson (It was FRIDAY!!! Mike)
Jonathan Mueller, Aaron Mueller, Eric Delaney, Matt Beran